Bedford Police Department
Annual Town Report Submission
2021

John J. Bryfonski, Chief of Police
I am pleased to present the following Annual Report that summarizes the
accomplishments and achievements of your Bedford Police Department working to keep
everyone who lives, work and visits Bedford safe and secure during 2021.
As we are all painfully aware, 2021 presented significant challenges for public safety
affecting our residents, visitors and employees. These challenges included not only the
continuation of the global pandemic but the realization that even Bedford is not immune
to the increase in violent crime surging across the county that we thought was confined to
our larger cities.
The Department and our employees faced and successfully mitigated and resolved
incidents that rarely occur in suburban communities including a double homicide and an
airplane crash. We also saw an increase in property crime during the year, which the
Department addressed and reduced through concerted efforts involving proactive
preventative patrols and aggressive investigation resulting in arrests. Yet, the increase in
major and more complex incidents not readily reflected in statistics negatively impact the
Department’s ability to be proactive, which is the key element in preventing crime and
harm; our primary mission.
As a resident and taxpayer, you should take comfort and solace in knowing the extensive
multi-year training programs, supported by your funds, to prepare our officers for the
unthinkable paid off. This was evinced by the professional if not textbook responses to
the most difficult cases and incidents faced by any police department of any size in the
country. These results do not come easily, readily, without strategic awareness and the
implementation of programs that are designed to ensure the Bedford Police Department is
capable of responding to and protecting the public consistent with national standards and
professional best practices.
As the new year began, we as a nation, state and community had been suffering from the
ill-effects of the global pandemic for almost a year. We weathered mandatory emergency
orders, the closure of schools and businesses during 2020 and were looking forward to
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some respite in 2021. We had seen the disease wax and wane through 2020 and as we
approached 2021, we anticipated the release of vaccines, which first became available to
our heroic healthcare workers and then to other vital sectors including first responders in
late December 2020 and early January 2021.
By January 2021, the Bedford Police Department was operating under new rules and
requirements to ensure the safety of the public as well as our employees. As personal
protective equipment became more available, we found Department procedures effective
in combating the spread of the disease and became cautiously optimistic that as we
progressed through 2021, we could put the pandemic behind us. Yet, that was not to be
as we were blindsided by the disease’s mutation into variants that we are now all too
aware of. As a result of the surges in the disease caused by its variants during 2021, the
Bedford Police Department pivoted to adapt to the continuation of the pandemic albeit
with somewhat relaxed but cautious policies and procedures that remain in place today in
order to assure the health of the public and our employees.
We faced personnel challenges like virtually every other police department in the state
and nation arising from resignations and the so-called “great migration” of workers
caused by a shortage of employees in both the public and private sectors. In public safety
and specifically law enforcement the super-heated rhetoric critical of law enforcement led
to early retirements and employees moving out of the profession entirely for other
careers, and again, Bedford was not immune. The personnel situation was further
exacerbated by the pandemic as employees and their families were stricken. Thankfully,
none of our employees or their family members succumbed to the disease, yet many
suffered extended sick leave putting additional stress on their colleagues who were
required to fill in.
The continuation of the health threat posed by the pandemic continued to affect the
Department’s community policing and outreach programs, which were either cancelled or
significantly curtailed in light of the threat posed by COVID throughout much of 2021.
We were forced to first postpone and then cancel our popular citizen’s police academy
for 2021. We are optimistic we will be able to run the citizen’s academy beginning in
March 2022. We also hope to return to our regular suite of community policing programs
and seminars in 2022.
Yes, 2021 was an extremely challenging year for the Bedford Police Department in many
ways as no one could have predicted a horrific double homicide at an active hotel or a
plane crash and many other difficult and challenging incidents and cases that strained our
resources to the limit and beyond.
The most important “take-away” from this annual report may not be the exceptional
success of the Department in the way our employees successfully handled all these cases
while simultaneously keeping crime at harm in check, but perhaps the ability of the
Department to improvise, adapt and overcome and the verification that intensive training
and preparation will ensure the safety and security of everyone in Bedford 24/7/365.
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As you review the data contained in our 2021 Annual Report keep in mind the pandemic
and its impact influenced virtually every facet of our work including crime, highway
safety, harm reduction and community engagement in 2020 and 2021. For example, data
will reflect a modest increase in collisions and a slight increase in motor vehicle accidents
that involved personal injury in a year-to-year comparison between 2020 and 2021. This
comparative analysis should be viewed with the knowledge that during several weeks in
2020 when schools, stores and businesses were shuttered due to the pandemic, traffic
volume was extremely low, which certainly reduced the number of accidents. In another
example we see a modest increase in shoplifting and other property crime in 2021 when
compared to 2020 when stores were closed, which reduced shoplifting.
Low crime as well as safety and security on our highways, roads and streets combine to
provide the highest level of safety and security for everyone in Bedford and evince the
successful harm reduction strategy of the Department.
Our vision, mission statement, goals and objectives, processes, and procedures,
continually reviewed, refined, and adapted to new challenges form the core of the
Department, which produced continuous improvement in performance and the results
contained in this report.
Notwithstanding the challenges we faced in 2021, the Department achieved outstanding
results in harm reduction through proactive directed patrols, intensive traffic
enforcement, and aggressive criminal investigations that made Bedford one of the safest
communities in the State of New Hampshire in 2021.
Crimes Against Property:
Burglary: The Department investigated four (4) residential and three (3) commercial
burglaries during 2021. When compared to 2020 we see a net reduction of two (2)
commercial burglaries (5 v. 3 /-2) but a net increase of four (4) residential burglaries
(0 v. 4/+4) for 2021.
While one (1) burglary is too many, having a total of only seven (7) burglaries for the
year represents a significant success when compared to prior years (e.g., pre-pandemic
2019 with nine (9) burglaries) and when compared to other communities that suffered
increases in burglaries especially high-profile commercial burglaries.
The three (3) commercial burglaries are consistent with the significant increase in this
category of crime in surrounding communities. We attributed two (2) of the three (3)
commercial burglaries to homeless subjects our officers have encountered and arrested on
numerous occasions along the South River Road commercial corridor.
We also note that three (3) of the four (4) residential burglaries investigated during 2021
have been cleared by arrest or solved by other means leaving only the most recent case
from December unsolved.
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The feeling of safety and security in one’s home or business is paramount for our
residents and to have that sanctity violated undermines the quality of life for any resident.
The Department will continue to focus our proactive policing efforts to thwart both
residential and commercial burglary and achieve the level of safety and security for our
residents and business owners they deserve and desire.
Thefts from Motor Vehicles: The Department investigated a total of 43 thefts from motor
vehicles during 2021 representing a scant 10% increase compared to 2020 (39 v. 43/+4).
Patrol Operations Division officers concentrated patrols to thwart this category of
property crime and were successful in arresting several subjects involved in thefts from
motor vehicles during 2021.
As in previous years we note the vast majority of thefts from motor vehicles occurred
when the vehicle was left unlocked and unattended. Despite social media campaigns
and other efforts, many residents and visitors still choose to leave their vehicles unlocked
and unattended with valuables in plain view making this crime of opportunity lucrative
and relatively easy for thieves who operate on foot during the early morning hours of
darkness; sometimes operating in groups of two (2) or more from motor vehicles that
canvas our neighborhoods.
This crime of opportunity has increased not only in Bedford but in surrounding
communities and throughout the state. In an alarming trend seen for the first time in NH
there have been cases of subjects involved in thefts from motor vehicles who were armed.
Although no cases involving armed subjects stealing items from motor vehicles occurred
in Bedford, we are aware alleged gang members from out of state are involved. Given
our proximity to the border and the easy access to interstate highways we will be
increasingly vigilant while addressing this category of property crime.
Willful Concealment/Shoplifting: The Department handled a total of 44 willful
concealment/shoplifting cases this year representing a slight 7% increase (41 v. 44/+3).
Additional directed patrols during November and December were successful in keeping
this category of property crime under control.
Other Larceny Crime: We investigated a total of 109 larceny/property crime cases during
2021 representing a relatively low 11% increase compared to 2020 (98 v. 109/+11). The
end of year 11% (+11 cases) increase in larceny cases denotes significant success by both
the Patrol Operations and Detective Divisions to bring property crime/theft under control
when we faced staggering increases throughout 2021 (45% increase through September,
+58% in August, +72% in June, +92% in May, +131% in April and +215% in March).
The aggressive patrols and investigations conducted by officers from the Patrol
Operations Division and follow up investigations by detectives were successful in
reducing the number of larceny cases as the year progressed.
In reviewing the larceny cases investigated throughout 2021 we find the most common
case involved the theft of a wallet or purse while shopping. In many cases the victim was
“distracted” by a person likely involved in the theft while an accomplice took the
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wallet/purse. In most cases, the perpetrators almost immediately used stolen credit cards
to purchase electronics. Other common thefts that occurred during the earlier part of the
year involved the continued trend of catalytic converter thefts from automobiles (part of
the exhaust system that converts harmful emissions to less harmful gases). The converters
contain precious metals, which are sold at salvage yards for about $30 each, are quickly
removed by thieves using cordless saws that enables completion of the crime in just a few
minutes.
Other common larceny cases in 2021 involved identity theft and various types of fraud
and forgery cases; some of which, involved substantial monetary losses. Our detectives
found a number of these cases were related to organized “crews” from as far away as
Pennsylvania using homeless persons as “fronts” to cash forged checks.
Robbery: The Department investigated one (1) robbery during 2021, which involved a
subject who while shoplifting from Lowe’s threatened a Lowe’s employee with a
“Taser.” Our investigation identified the perpetrator, and an arrest warrant was obtained
for him, however, before he could be arrested, he was shot and killed by police in
Massachusetts while committing an armed robbery.
The key to success in thwarting property crime is the ability of the Department to project
pro-active crime suppression patrols; presenting an omnipresent visible deterrent
throughout Bedford; diligent and focused anti-crime initiatives and the cooperation of
our residents in reporting suspicious activity and taking common sense steps to prevent
crime such as locking their homes and vehicles as well as participating in our vacant
property check program are key pieces to achieve success.
Crimes Against Persons:
Homicide: On Saturday, August 21, 2021, Patrol Operations Division Officer Ryan
Wobrock was dispatched to a disorderly conduct complaint at the Country Inn & Suites,
250 South River Road at approximately 7:11PM. The classification of the call was
upgraded from disorderly conduct to an assault in progress based upon additional
information obtained by Communications Center (ComCenter) personnel while Officer
Wobrock was traveling to the call. Upon arrival Officer Wobrock discovered the
mutilated body of a male victim (deceased) in the office area on the first floor. The initial
response by Patrol Operations Division officers, led by Officer-in-Charge (OIC) Sergeant
(SGT) Scott E. Norris with the three (3) remaining officers on shift, discovered a horrific
crime scene that extended from the lobby office and first floor up to and including the
second and third floor hallways and exterior parking lot.
SGT Norris and his officers quickly identified eyewitnesses and obtained key suspect and
vehicle identification information that was broadcast by ComCenter personnel. The hotel
was active at the time of the homicide with approximately 80 guests including adults,
children, and pets as well as staff members. Some guests were outside the hotel during
the assault while others, who checked in and left before the attack were returning. SGT
Norris, who is also a member of the Southern NH Special Operations Group (SNHSOU),
assumed tactical command and systematically secured the crime scene and inner
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perimeter of the hotel. After additional support from the Manchester Police Department
arrived, SGT Norris and his officers systematically checked each floor of the hotel,
established inner security on each floor keeping all guests locked in their rooms while
sequestering witnesses and guests who were outside the hotel.
Simultaneously, our two (2) Communications Specialists (CSs) on duty handled an
onslaught of incoming telephone traffic from residents of the hotel, some of whom
witnessed part of the attack, while coordinating mutual aid response, tactical and
operational communications and calling in all available off duty Bedford Police
Department personnel.
As the Department began to build capacity on scene, tactical command shifted from SGT
Norris to Lieutenant (LT) Kevin T. Bowen who remained in tactical command on scene
while overall command shifted to the Deputy Chief of Police and then the Chief of
Police; all arriving on scene within the hour.
In addition to mutual aid support from the Manchester Police Department we received
on-scene mutual aid support from the Hillsborough County Sheriff’s Office, Merrimack,
and Goffstown Police Departments.
Bedford Police personnel located, isolated, contained and protected the crime scene;
preserved the safety of all residents by locking down the hotel preventing all movement
in and outside the hotel; established inner and outer perimeter security, identified,
obtained, and communicated key witness and suspect information and began the search
for the suspect. The suspect was eventually located and taken into custody by Bedford
Police. Information obtained at the Bedford Police Station ultimately led to the discovery
of the second homicide victim inside the hotel after a search by Bedford Police.
Elements from the NH State Police (NHSP) arrived on scene later supported by the
NHSP Major Crime Squad and NH Attorney General’s Office after the scene had been
secured and the suspect taken into custody by Bedford Police personnel.
In summary, the many years of training beginning with initial active shooter training, the
first ever provided to the entire Department, in 2012 followed by a systematic and
structured program of training to prepare the entire Department to be able to respond to
an event like the one encountered at the Country Inn and Suites paid off. Our training
program that began in 2012 led to the establishment of Department certified tactical
instructors, Department certified scenario-based training instructors, annual tactical and
scenario-based training programs, annual critical incident management training for all
command, management and supervisory personnel and active attack training that
included two (2) full scale training events that incorporated mutual aid agencies with the
most recent occurring May 2021.
As a result of the training supported by the Town Council, Town Manager and Bedford
taxpayers with some grant funding your Bedford Police Department handled one of the
most difficult and complex critical incidents ever encountered, even by major city police
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department standards, and did it professionally, in textbook fashion. I could not be
prouder of how the horrific and terribly complex homicide was handled by our personnel.
So too should you know the high standards of performance and excellence we demand
from Bedford Police Department employees was fully demonstrated in this case. The
multi-year transformation of a small-town police department into a modern, well-trained,
suburban law enforcement agency was fully documented and on display during this case
and the performance by our personnel from top to bottom was exemplary. The demand
for excellence, professionalism, and exceptional performance under the most difficult of
circumstances is not without cost in terms of appropriated funds as well as in ensuring we
recruit and retain only the very best who are dedicated to our mission, the Department,
and our standards. With your support, we met the challenge we trained and prepared for
supported by appropriated funds used to ensure our personnel have the knowledge, skills,
and ability as well as the equipment needed to succeed.
The Department conducted a health and wellness after action debriefing and counseling
session for all police/fire involved employees including ComCenter personnel. This
session was facilitated by a member of the Manchester Police Department’s peer-to-peer
counseling team The Bedford Police Department also has certified peer-to-peer
counselors; however, protocol requires counselors from another department to conduct
these sessions. The Department also conducted an after-action operational debriefing,
which identified a few minor issues that we will incorporate into future critical incident
management training.
Although this event occurred at a hotel in Bedford and did not involve any Bedford
residents, this case proves such horrific crimes can and do occur anywhere at any time so
we must be prepared and remain vigilant. We will continue to train with extra purpose
with the knowledge such training is effective and with added confidence in our ability to
persevere under the most difficult of circumstances hoping there never is another event
like this but knowing if there is, we will be ready in doing the utmost to protect those in
our charge.
Domestic/Family Assaults/Calls for Service: The Department responded to and
investigated 116 domestic related assaults/calls for service in 2021 for an overall 16%
increase in domestic/family disputes compared to 2020 (100). As you may know,
domestic/family violence calls for service are resource intensive due to citizen and officer
life safety concerns and the documentation requirements associated with these cases and
resultant investigations. For example, virtually all active domestic calls for service
require a two (2) officer response, which represents 50% of our patrol shift when fully
staffed, as well as our patrol supervisor. Many of these investigations are lengthy and
involve arrests as well as mandatory threat assessments. Additionally, many
domestic/family in crisis calls for service also result in follow-up visits from our crisis
intervention team (CIT) to ensure we’re doing everything we can to provide the
necessary resources and services to victims and families in need.
Sexual Assaults and Sex Related Crime: Assaults classified as “sexual assaults” which
also include all cases that involve the illegal possession/dissemination of illicit images of
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juveniles reflected a sharp 133% increase in 2021 compared to 2020 (9 v. 21/+12).
However, when compared to pre-pandemic 2019 we see a much smaller increase of three
(3) cases (18 v. 21/+3). None of the sexual assaults investigated involved subject(s)
unknown to the victim except one (1) case that involved a male subject who
inappropriately contacted a female victim in Target, 220 South River Road. Each case
represents the investment of at least 100 hours in detective resources with some cases
requiring significantly more time. We also note that remote learning during 2020 likely
skewed the year-to-year comparison since a portion of sex-related cases are generated at
schools.
Simple (low level) Assaults: The next classification of crimes against persons, “simple
assaults”, which are minor assaults that do not result in serious injury reflected a sharp
48% increase compared to 2020 (21 v. 31/+10); albeit still below the 55 assaults
recorded in 2018. These "simple" assaults usually arise out of personal disagreements
between known parties or altercations at establishments that serve alcohol that result in
some minor contact or injury and is not a category of crime that is easily influenced or
subject to preventative measures by law enforcement. We attribute the increase in simple
assaults during 2021 to the closure of bars and restaurants that dispense alcoholic
beverages during 2020, which skewed the year-to-year comparison.
Serious Assaults: In other more serious assault cases (1st and 2nd Degree Assaults) the
Department recorded a total of five (5) such serious assaults in 2021, which compares to
four (4) investigated during 2020 and five (5) in 2019 and six (6) serious assaults in 2018.
Crisis Intervention Team: The Department crisis intervention team (CIT) handled 51 CIT
referral cases in 2021 compared to 76 referral cases handled by CIT during 2020 and the
46 cases worked by the CIT during 2019. Our CIT bridges the gap between police and
social services for those experiencing mental health, family-related, substance abuse
related or other crises that can benefit from social service network support.
Miscellaneous Crime:
This category of crime includes the sub-classifications of criminal mischief, disorderly
conduct, fraud, and harassment.
Criminal Mischief: The Department achieved a 14% reduction in vandalism/criminal
mischief cases during 2021 compared to 2020 (58 v. 50/-8).
Disorderly Conduct: Calls for service to address incidents of disorderly conduct led to a
total of 140 disorderly conduct cases in 2021 representing a 10% reduction compared to
2020 (156 v. 140/-16).
Harassment: Investigations related to harassment increased as well during 2021 (19 v.
26/+7).
Fraud: The Department investigated a total of 45 fraud cases during 2021 noting a slight
reduction from 2020 (51 v. 45/-6). However, as noted above, several of these cases
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involve the loss of substantial funds and were transferred to the Detective Division due to
case complexity and connection with various financial institutions and bureaus.
Drug Investigations:
The Department opened 79 drug investigations/cases during 2021, which reflects a slight
9% reduction from 2020 (87 v. 79/-8).
A breakdown of the types of drugs encountered in Bedford during 2021:
o Marijuana 40% in 2021 down from 60% in 2020 (-20%)
o Heroin/Fentanyl: 23% in 2021 UP from 12% (+11%)
o Polydrug: 20% (combination of heroin/fentanyl and methamphetamine)
o Methamphetamine/Amphetamine: 8% down from 16% (-8%)
o Prescription Drugs: 7% in 2021 NO change from 2020
o Unknown Substance: 2% in 2021 down from 3%
o Cocaine/cocaine—base: 0% in 2021 down from 2%
Predictably, the majority of cases (40%) involved marijuana/cannabis; however, despite
the popular belief that cannabis is not harmful, when looking at scientific data we find a
proven connection between chronic cannabis use and opioid abuse (heroin); a significant
increase in traffic fatalities in states where cannabis is commercialized and direct
connections between cannabis use and a host of medical and behavioral disorders
including psychosis and most recently the American Heart Association linked cannabis
use to increases in sudden death, strokes and heart attacks. Cannabis use by pregnant
women (who are targeted by commercialized cannabis companies) results in neo-natal
disorders including lower birth weight and neo-natal neurological disturbances. And, in
Colorado, cannabis is the most common intoxicant found in completed teen suicides
slightly above alcohol. In every state where cannabis use has been commercialized, the
chronic use of cannabis leading to addiction disorder, principally among young adults,
has increased. Here in NH, we have seen steady year to year increases in emergency
department cases caused by acute cannabis intoxication.
We see heroin/fentanyl as the second-most encountered drug in our investigations when
we consider polydrug cases and arrests. During 2021 we investigated a total of six (6)
overdose cases of which one (1) proved fatal. The six (6) overdose cases in 2021 (1fatal) is compared to seven (7) drug overdose cases during 2020 of which one (1) proved
fatal. Thus, in a year-to-year comparison we find a net reduction of one (1) overdose
case but the same number of fatal drug overdoses in 2020 and 2021 (one fatal OD each
year).
Looking at the national and statewide status of drug overdoses, the Center for Disease
Control (CDC) reported more than 90,000 drug overdose deaths in the United States
during 2021 with estimates as high as 100,000, which is up from 81,000 overdose deaths
in 2020 and 70,980 overdose deaths in 2019.
Putting the drug overdose death situation in perspective we compare 90,000 drug related
deaths in the US in 2021, to the 58,220 US military fatalities during the entire Vietnam
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war; the death toll for Ebola on the continent of Africa at 11,310; to the number of US
military fatalities in both Iraq and Afghanistan at 7,013 and the 6,603 US service
members lost on D-Day. So, to put the enormity of the drug and substance abuse
problem in the US into clear focus, more lives were lost to drug overdoses in the United
States during 2021 than all the combined losses of US service members during the
Vietnam war, Iraq, Afghanistan and D-Day combined.
Closer to home, here in NH we see no improvement from 2019 when NH tallied 415
overdose deaths to 2020 when there were 417 deaths in NH attributed to drug overdoses.
It is too early to predict a final death toll from drugs in NH for 2021; however, recent
data from AMR relative to opioid overdoses and overdose deaths in Manchester and
Nashua was sobering. In a 2020-2021 year-to-year comparison, opioid overdoses
increased in Manchester by 31% (+158) and by 38% in Nashua (+79) with overdose
deaths increasing in Manchester by 31% (+12) and in Nashua by 36%. If data from the
rest of the state is consistent with the data from Manchester and Nashua, we are likely to
see another spike in overdose fatalities for 2021. The most recent data on hospital
emergency department admissions for drug overdoses, which is the best and most
accurate predictor of drug availability and use in the community, reflected an increase
for 2021 as well.
Looking at drug trends over the course of 2021, not only do we reflect a stable if not
increase in the availability of heroin/fentanyl as evinced by hospital emergency
department cases there continues to be an increase in Mexican-sourced high-quality
methamphetamine available, which is reflected in the seizures by our officers during
2021.
Here in Bedford, we saw an increase in drug activity at the Country Inn & Suites until
the double homicide in August closed the facility for several weeks. Prior to the closure
our detectives and officers participated in a multi-jurisdictional investigative effort
focusing on illicit drug trafficking, which led to several important seizures and arrests.
Our detective assigned to the DEA task force was cited for his exceptional work that led
to arrest(s) of subjects who supplied controlled substances to persons that later died.
Death resulting drug cases are some of the most difficult and complex investigations to
conduct and our detective has been superlative in developing sufficient evidence to
charge these individuals responsible for the deaths of so many including a deathresulting case here in Bedford. In addition to his work in death-resulting cases he was
exceptionally successful in dismantling a drug trafficking organization (DTO) operating
in Manchester responsible for the distribution of heroin, fentanyl and methamphetamine.
A member of this DTO was also charged in another death-resulting case. He also
worked a violent crime initiative that led to the arrest of 20 subjects, many of whom
were involved in other serious felony crime in our area.
In addition to our investigative efforts focusing on reducing the supply of illicit
controlled substances the Department continues to support BeBOLD, our very own
community-based substance abuse demand reduction coalition. We are preparing an
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important spring 2022 event that will bring parents, children and the community together
in a fun activity to get the message out to parents about substance abuse while also
raising funds to support BeBOLD activities.
Rounding out the Department’s demand reduction efforts the Chief of Police continued
his work as a member of the Governor’s Task Force on Opioids and the Drug Overdose
Fatality Review Commission. Both the task force and commission are working to help
identify elements of the complex substance abuse matrix that can be addressed to have a
measurable impact on drug overdose fatalities and substance abuse in NH.
Crime Summary: Our mission is to assure the safety and security of Bedford and to make
it the best place in New Hampshire to live, work, conduct business and enjoy life. While
the Bedford Police Department achieved outstanding success during 2021 in maintaining
low levels of crime and harm, we also strive to ensure residents and visitors feel safe and
secure.
As our community sits astride the largest city in the state and at the crossroads of major
interstate and connector routes, we are continually challenged in many ways to achieve
this mission. From increased local and regional commercial and residential expansion
that exacerbates traffic congestion and commuter travel to spill-over crime, we are
cognizant these issues impact the quality of life and so we are aggressively addressing
these concerns in a multi-layered, all-hazards approach that relies on statistics, data,
performance metrics, accountability, responsibility and a community-based approach as
well as our optimally trained and dedicated force to achieve our mission to protect and
serve 24/7/365 - with Bravery –Professionalism-Dedication.
Patrol Operations Division:
The Bedford Police Department’s Patrol Operations Division, the largest component of
the agency and the primary operational element for the delivery of police services to the
public, is responsible for not only answering calls for service from you, the public, but it
is also charged with our principal mission of preventing and deterring crime and harm.
Additionally, we call upon Patrol Operations Division officers to investigate crime and
collisions as well as perform community policing related missions and other collateral
duties such as the Crisis Intervention Team (CIT) as well as a number of others including
but not limited to training, traffic accident reconstruction investigations, etc. To
accomplish these goals, the Patrol Operations Division relies upon the best-trained,
dedicated, and professional cadre of police officers anywhere.
Highway Safety and Patrol: Preventative and deterrent proactive patrol remains the
cornerstone of the Division’s mission to address both crime and highway safety in
Bedford. The utilization of data-driven analytics combined with community-based
policing, aggressive investigation, and our performance measurement program
(COMP/Stat) afforded the surgical application of resources to address both crime and
highway safety related issues. By using data analytics and directed highway patrols
augmented by overtime patrols funded through the Department’s participation in the
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Department of Public Safety’s Highway Safety Grant Program we strive to focus our
resources on the locations and violations that impact highway safety in Bedford.
It is important to note the pandemic significantly impacted highway data inasmuch as the
shuttering of businesses, schools and the dramatic increase in remote work-from-home
during 2020 led to a significant reduction in traffic volume during the incipient months of
the pandemic and thus skewed our typical year-to-year comparison.
We finished 2021 with 373 collisions compared to 297 for 2020 representing a steep 26%
increase in motor vehicle accident investigations (297 v. 373/+76). Reflecting back on
the year-to-year comparison we again note that during the height of the pandemic in early
2020 when businesses were closed or operating remotely, we observed a sharp reduction
in traffic volume for several weeks, which most assuredly affected the number of
collisions that occurred during that time frame.
Of the 373 accidents that occurred during 2021, 47 involved personal injury (PI) for an
overall 25% increase in PI collisions in 2021 compared to 2020 (39 v. 47/+8). The
singular motor vehicle fatality in 2021 occurred when a motor vehicle failed to stop for
the stop sign on Pasture Lane at New Boston Road. Despite the increase in the number of
collisions in 2021, the percentage of collisions that involved PI actually decreased
somewhat in 2021 when compared to the prior year.
Patrol Operations Division officer(s) issued 3,057 summonses in 2021 representing a
15% reduction in the number of summonses issued compared to the prior year (3,601 v.
3,057/-544). Conversely, officers conducted a total of 6,265 warning stops during 2021,
representing an 11% increase when compared to 2020 (5,625 v. 6,265/+640). Overall
traffic violation stops (summons and warnings) are up by a minimum of 96 stops
compared to 2020.
Proactive highway safety enforcement is highly dependent upon officer availability and
resources . We attribute a significant percentage of the decrease in highway safety
activity to the increased number of criminal investigations and arrests handled by Patrol
Operations Division officers resulting in a significant reduction in hours available to
conduct proactive traffic safety patrols (see increased theft/property crime, increased
assaults, double homicide, plane crash, increased assist fire/rescues, assist citizen, civil
stand-by calls, and suspicious persons calls). The impact of increased calls for service
that required additional resources and investigative effort by Patrol Operations Division
officers is reflected in a decrease in pro-active patrol opportunities. In a suburban
community vexed with significant traffic safety challenges, which has and continues to
be the number-1 quality of life complaint the Department receives from our residents, we
see the direct impact of limited staffing as it relates to highway safety.
The Department logged 67 DWI arrests during 2021 representing an overall 9% decrease
in DWI arrests when compared to 2020 (74 v. 67/-7).
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Officer Initiated Activity: Officer-initiated activity reflected a 13% reduction (43,529 v.
37,800/-5,729) as officers were involved in more serious calls for service (see Major
Events e.g., double homicide; plane crash, increase in sexual assaults etc.). The reduction
in officer-initiated activity is also a reflection of more complex and resource intensive
calls and resultant investigations that required significant time to complete including
search/seizure warrants, arrest warrants as well as witness interviews and attendant
reports of investigation. This metric is one that requires close and careful scrutiny
inasmuch as increased workload affecting proactive policing by reducing the time
available to conduct preventative public safety activities manifests in higher crime and
increased harm from motor vehicle related collisions.
Other Patrol Operations Division Achievements: Other notable achievements by the
Patrol Operations Division during 2021 included the outstanding response to the double
homicide at the Country Inn and Suites as previously noted.
Patrol Operations Division officers were also cited for their heroic attempts to locate a
drowning victim in Sebbins Pond during 2021 as well as other life-saving events.
The Patrol Operations Division also handled the initial response to the airplane crash that
occurred on December 10, 2021, at approximately 11:36P when the ComCenter began
receiving calls relative to a possible airplane crash in the area behind 33 Reed Drive.
Responding Patrol Operations Division officers discovered an aircraft had indeed crashed
on the Bedford bank of the Merrimack River behind 14 Technology Drive. The aircraft,
a twin-engine turbo-propeller, was fully engulfed in fire, when responding officers
arrived on scene. The Department brought in additional patrol resources to contain and
protect the scene as well as detectives to conduct a preliminary investigation. The
Department command staff responded to the scene as well as mutual aid support from the
Hillsborough County Sheriff’s Department.
Patrol Operations Division officers also conducted a number of successful investigations
during 2021; many of which began from motor vehicle stops that resulted in roadside
investigations leading to the recovery of stolen property and the seizure of significant
quantities of controlled drugs. Some of the stolen property recovered included
generators, retail merchandise and assorted identification and financial instruments.
In one case a stolen generator was recovered by Patrol before it was reported stolen while
another case that involved the theft of a firearm and $3,000 in U.S. Currency (USC) led
to the identification and arrest of the subject allegedly responsible.
Patrol Operations Division officers identified and arrested a subject allegedly responsible
for the theft of controlled drugs from an assisted living facility as well as arrests of
subjects involved in thefts from motor vehicles and for receiving stolen property.
A Patrol Operations Division officer identified the subject involved in an indecent
exposure case who was subsequently arrested while officers from the Patrol Operations
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Division arrested the subjects responsible for two (2) of the four (4) residential burglaries
that occurred during 2021.
The Department inaugurated its Patrol K-9 Program in 2021 with the “hiring” of K-9
“Odin”. The Department received a grant that supported the acquisition and training of
K-9 Odin and for training his handler, Patrol Operations Division Officer Joseph C.
Wilhelmy. K-9 Officer Odin immigrated from the Czech Republic and entered a rigorous
training program with Master Patrol Officer (MPO) Wilhelmy at the Boston Police
Department in September. They graduated on December 17, 2021, and are now on patrol
together and have already been credited with their first arrest “assist” when a subject who
was barricaded in a hotel bathroom emerged upon knowing K-9 Odin was on scene. K-9
Officer Odin and MPO Wilhelmy provide a significant enhancement by enabling our own
K-9 to respond to lost/missing persons as well as to search and locate crime suspects who
absconded from officers (our most prevalent use of K-9s). Additionally, K-9 Officer
Odin will be able to provide additional protection for officers in high-risk situations.
Prior to K-9 Odin the Department relied upon mutual aid from the NH State Police,
Merrimack Police and other area departments with K-9s. Oftentimes, the response time
for mutual aid K-9 support was lengthy, in some cases hours, which contributed to our
inability to locate persons/suspects. K-9 Officer Odin and MPO Wilhelmy will be “oncall” to respond to Bedford even when not on duty.
Congratulations MPO Wilhelmy and K-9 Officer Odin!
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The leadership of the Patrol Operations Division transitioned from Captain Scott M.
Plumer. We wish to acknowledge the exemplary work of Captain Plumer over his many
years of service to the Bedford Police Department and Town of Bedford during which he
became the resident expert in the Department’s records management system (RMS); he
spearheaded the program to similarly equip all Department vehicles with the best
hardware ensuring officers can easily transition to any vehicle and find the same
placement of equipment and accessories; he led the overhaul and upgrade of the
Department’s communications center and our public safety land mobile radio network; he
developed and implemented standard operating procedures (SOPs) for the
communications center and went on to lead the Patrol Operations Division with
distinction. Congratulations and best wishes on your retirement and thank you for your
service!
Detective Division:
The Detective Division is a key element in our strategy to ensure the safety and security
of our residents and visitors. From the aggressive investigations of criminal violations of
felony and misdemeanor crime as well as conducting background investigations of our
prospective employees the Detective Division was essential to the public safety mission
of the Department and in keeping Bedford safe by ensuring serious felony or
misdemeanor crimes were investigated and the subject(s) responsible brought to justice.
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The Detective Division also includes our Prosecution Unit staffed by our Police
Prosecutor, William G. Thornton, a member of the NH Bar Association, and our Legal
Assistant, Ms. Sidney Faltado. The Prosecution Unit is responsible for representing the
Department and you, our residents, in presenting cases before the District Court in
Merrimack as well as felony cases for indictment in Superior Court.
The Detective Division is also responsible for our school resource officer program
including the work of our two (2) School Resource Officers (SROs), who accounted for a
combined total of 69 cases initiated at a Bedford school campus representing a 100%
increase in cases from 2020.
During 2021, Detective Division personnel participated in the response to as well as the
investigation of the double homicide at the Country Inn and Suites. Detective Lieutenant
(LT) Michael J. Monahan coordinated the multi-agency room-to-room search of the hotel
during the initial phase of the response and he, along with his detectives, worked closely
with the NH State Police Major Crime Squad and the NH Attorney General’s Office.
LT Monahan also led the initial investigation into the airplane crash, which led to the
identification of the aircraft owner and deceased pilot.
In addition to the double homicide and airplane crash investigations, Detective Division
personnel conducted the death investigation of a resident who was deceased in her
residence for more than four (4) months, which led to the arrest of a family member of
the deceased.
Detectives also investigated a fatal drug overdose as well as two (2) suspicious
death/suicide cases and an investigation into the unattended death of a ward of the state.
Detectives conducted 119 complex criminal investigations including 13-felony level
sexual assault cases in 2021 and 12 child pornography cases comprising more than 1,024
hours of investigative resources on these cases alone.
The Division consumed more than 1,506 investigative hours on second-tier or “Part-II”
level investigations and an additional 759 hours on general investigations as well as 674
investigative hours assisting Patrol Operations Division personnel with their
investigations. Detectives also worked on two (2) burglary investigations during 2021.
The Detective Division conducted 16-background investigations of prospective
employees that accounted for more than 500 investigative hours during 2021. The
Detective Division is also responsible for sex-offender registration and tracking with 37
registrations completed during 2021.
The Detective Division also supported Department training efforts during 2021 with
more than 700 hours invested in conducting scenario-based training, including deescalation and bias training as well as investigative training for Department members.
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Approximately 600 hours were invested in administrative efforts by detectives in support
of Department investigations including the Department’s evidence/property programs and
resources related to laboratory analysis. We have outgrown the meager evidence facility
in the Police Station and developed plans to expand our evidence facility by
decommissioning a prisoner holding cell that is adjacent to the evidence room as a
temporary “fix” for this problem. The evidence facility is not large enough to incorporate
all the evidence and property acquired from criminal investigations and we are unable to
assure proper segregation of certain evidence due to the constraints imposed by the
physical structure of the police station.
Leadership of the Detective Division transitioned during 2021 when Detective Lieutenant
(LT) Michael K. Griswold, Detective Division Commander, retired after more than 29
years of service with the Department. LT Griswold has led the Detective Division for
more than 11-years. Detective Sergeant (D/SGT) Michael J. Monahan was promoted to
Detective Lieutenant filling the vacancy created by LT Griswold’s retirement. Detective
Sergeant Michael J. Monahan supervised the Division’s criminal investigations and took
the lead in many cases and investigations as well as providing scenario-based training,
de-escalation, and tactical training for the Department during 2021. LT Monahan
assumed leadership of the Detective Division on February 1, 2021. In addition to his role
in leading the Division, LT Monahan is a qualified forensic polygraph examiner who
conducts all Department investigative and pre-employment polygraph examinations. He
is an expert child forensic interviewer and crime scene analyst amongst many other
investigative qualifications and disciplines; he is also a qualified FAA public safety drone
operator.
The unanticipated retirement the prosecutor’s secretary in December 2020 caused LT
Monahan and Prosecutor Thornton to bridge the gap until our new Legal Assistant, Ms.
Faltado, entered on duty in February. During the interim and training transition periods,
LT Monahan and Prosecutor Thornton, assisted by a records clerk, were required to
ensure the enormous amount of work associated with the prosecution of all criminal as
well as traffic violations including providing documents and case files to the
Hillsborough County Attorney’s Office as well as the defense bar was accomplished.
Ms. Faltado has been a quick study assuming the enormous duties and responsibilities of
organizing the document flow for all criminal and traffic prosecutions.
The Detective Division is responsible for the drug “drop-box” located in our police
station lobby and our participation in the US Drug Enforcement Administration’s
(DEA’s) drug take-back program. During 2021, the Department recovered and disposed
of more than 400 pounds of unused and unwanted prescription medications before they
could be diverted to improper use.
Probably the most well-known and most popular of all the Department’s community
policing programs (and there are many) is the Citizen Academy coordinated and
presented each March-May by the Detective Division with assistance and support from
the Patrol Operations and Operations Support Divisions. This 10-week “hands-on”
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interactive exposure to law enforcement provides key insights to not only law
enforcement per se but especially the work and challenges faced by Bedford Police
officers each day and night. The number of “students” is limited by the interactive nature
of the program that puts you in the driver’s seat of a Bedford Police cruiser and in
“tactical shoot-don’t shoot” scenarios using the same gear our officers use during their
training exercises. Also included in the program is the Bedford Police “CSI” course that
gives each student hands-on experience with real “CSI” methods used by our detectives
as well as interview and interrogation training and a moot court session at the Merrimack
District Court and familiarization with all our weapons platforms on the range.
Due to health concerns posed by the pandemic we initially postponed the citizen academy
from March to September with the hope that improved health conditions would permit us
to conduct the program. However, the continued threat posed by the pandemic as well as
the very heavy case load imposed upon the Detective Division forced us to cancel the
citizen’s academy for the second year in a row. We are cautiously optimistic we will be
able conduct the citizen’s academy in March 2022.
Operations Support Division:
The Operations Support Division, under the command of Lieutenant (LT) Kevin T.
Bowen, includes the Communications Section under the leadership of LeadCommunications Specialist Nina M. Malley and the Records Section led by Records
Clerk Cristina Catan͂o. In addition to Communications and Records, the Operations
Support Division also has the overall responsibility for Community Policing Programs,
Recruitment, Training, Fleet Operations/Management, Police Details, Special Events,
Statistical Analysis, Information Technology and Animal Control (ACO). Needless to
say, the Operations Support Division is critical to the success of the Department’s
mission across all divisions, programs, duties, and responsibilities.
Communications: The largest component of the Operations Support Division, the
Communications Section is absolutely vital for the efficient, effective and safe delivery
of timely public safety services, including Police, Fire and Emergency Medical Services
(EMS); all of which begins in our state of the industry Communications Center
(ComCenter). Each vital call for service for Police, Fire or EMS starts in our ComCenter
where an authorized staffing level of nine (9) Communications Specialists (CSs) work to
obtain all the vital information necessary to dispatch required public safety services as
efficiently as possible. The ComCenter provides the critical life-safety connection
between citizens, first responder(s) and Headquarters. The ComCenter forges the link
between technology and field operations and is packed with technology, including our
land mobile radio (LMR) network that serves both Police and Fire Departments from
main and remote transmit/receive sites in and around Bedford.
The ComCenter is also responsible for issuing public safety “alerts”, “advisory” and
“community” messages via our “Nixle” platform. We now have more than 8,000 Nixle
subscribers who receive up to the minute information direct to their mobile devices
and/or email regarding traffic accidents, delays, special events, weather conditions, road
conditions as well as Police and Fire related incidents that may affect safety or just travel.
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We also use Nixle to advise residents of upcoming community policing and other Town
events, meetings, and programs as well as important public safety advice, information,
and tips. Nixle provides notifications via text, email, and reverse-dial telephone calls
directly to your mobile and or home device(s) and its FREE. We strongly encourage
residents to sign up to receive Nixles and to anonymously “text-to-tip” information to
the Department 24/7/365. To sign up text “03110” to “888777” and follow the
instructions. You can also go to the Department’s website and click “Media Resources”
and look for the Nixle link to register. Remember to register your telephone number,
cellular and or residential, to receive an emergency “reverse dial” message directly from
the Bedford Police Department.
Sign Up Today at www.nixle.com for free public safety information and alerts.
Remember – Keep an Eye on Bedford - “See Something –Say Something”.
Along with public alerts, the ComCenter also administers the Department’s “Are You
OK?” Program (RU OK) for individuals who would like to have a daily call from the
Department to ensure they are “OK.” Often used by seniors or others with disabilities
this program is offered free of charge with the only requirement being a communications
device to be called at a pre-established time each day. This program also gives “piece of
mind” to families and loved ones to ensure the safety of those they care about. To find
out more about RU OK as well as our Vacant Property Check Program visit the Police
Department Monday-Friday between 8A-4P.
The workload in the ComCenter can escalate in a mere matter of seconds to the point
where even two (2) trained and experienced Communications Specialists are taxed to be
able to handle call volume. Thus, it is vital that we maintain two (2) Communications
Specialists on duty at all times remembering our ComCenter handles more than just
police related calls for service and communications but, also all calls and public safety
communications for Bedford Fire/EMS. The addition of a new CS position in 2019
brought total authorized staffing up to nine (9) CSs, which increased the number of shifts
where two (2) CSs are on board but still insufficient to ensure two (2) CSs are on duty
24/7/365, which is the national standard for communications center staffing for a
community our size.
The retirement of veteran telecommunicator Virginia L. Martin in December 2020 after
34 years of loyal service to the Department and the resignation of another CS who moved
out of state created critical staffing shortages in our ComCenter. To bridge the gap, Ms.
Martin agreed to come back on-line as a part-time/on-call telecommunicator while we
worked to fill two (2) vacancies in the section. We were successful in filling both
positions and welcomed aboard our two (2) new Communications Specialists, Ms. Erin
DePew and Ms. Melissa Racine. CS DePew completed training during 2021 and we
expect CS Racine to successfully complete our training program in early 2022.
The ComCenter handled 47,786 calls for police/fire and emergency medical services
during 2021 representing a 12% reduction from the 54,161 calls handled in 2020. When
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comparing 2021 to pre-pandemic 2019 with 47,040 calls we see an increase of 740 calls
handled by the ComCenter. Calls for public safety services are not evenly spaced out
over the course of an 8-hour shift; oftentimes coming in “clusters” that requires
telecommunicators to prioritize calls for service, communications traffic and manage
back-up as well as mutual aid response switching back and forth between Fire/EMS and
police calls plus officer-initiated calls. The tsunami of calls and radio traffic during a
major event such as the double homicide or a major structure fire requires special training
and highly effective stress management and multi-tasking skills. The work in the
ComCenter is demanding, requiring precision and attention to detail because the lives of
citizens and first-responders depend on the work of our telecommunicators.
The ComCenter staff were able to successfully dispatch police to Priority-1 level calls for
service in two (2) minutes or less 93.6% of the time; fire service 99% of the time and
emergency medical services 97%; exceptional achievements under very difficult
circumstances.
In addition to initial training, our ComCenter staff are required to complete monthly inservice training and are subject to quality assurance reviews that incorporate audits of
telephone and radio traffic. Our ComCenter staff also participates in the regional peer-topeer employee support program to assist other agency personnel in post-critical incident
debriefings and counseling.
Records Section: Our singular full-time Records Clerk is responsible for maintaining our
active and archived files as well as complying with right to know requests (RTK),
licensure and other requests for records review from state and Federal agencies and the
production of statistics for Department administration. In August 2021, our Records
Clerk, Ms. Renee L. Bartlett, retired. We congratulated Ms. Bartlett for her years of
dedicated service to the Department and welcomed our new Records Clerk, Ms. Cristina
Catan͂o, who took up the baton in this most important and difficult position. Although the
Bedford Police Department is largely “paperless” meaning we rely on our digital records
management system to record, document and store our investigative reports and forms,
the State of NH, courts, civilians, insurance companies and others still require “hardcopy” documents. In addition to records management records section processed all
incoming requests for information including all Right-to-Know requests, all requests for
information, reports, and files from other law enforcement agencies as well as state and
Federal agencies. We have seen a rather stark increase in right-to-know (RTK) requests
as the changes in the law has made a difficult task even more complicated requiring extra
diligence and training as well as frequent consultation with legal counsel to ensure we
comply with the law while at the same time protecting the privacy of persons in our files
and records. The seemingly “simple” task of publishing our police logs online is time
consuming and requires diligence to ensure the logs are “scrubbed” of information that is
not subject to disclosure. As a result of personnel transitions as well as the increase in
RTK requests and other high priority tasks we are not as timely in publishing police logs
as we would like to be; however, we hope to improve in 2022 with a new records
management system coming online that should automate some of the processes involved
in publishing police logs and generating statistics required for monthly management
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reports. The records section of the Operations Support Division is also responsible for
processing and reviewing all requests for pistol/revolver licenses, applications for liquor
licenses and live entertainment licenses.
Recruitment: The Department has been in a continual recruitment cycle to address
vacancies created by retirements, promotions, new positions and resignations to ensure
we have the capacity to assure the safety and security of our residents, visitors, and
commuters.
The Operations Support Division is responsible for processing, testing, and evaluating all
candidates for police officer and other positions. This work requires the examination of
hundreds of applications, initial telephonic interviews of candidates followed up by inperson oral examinations, physical agility testing, psychological examinations, drug
testing and more before a candidate reaches the final command staff interview and
conditional offer stage of the recruitment process for police officer.
During 2021, the Operations Support Division processed and reviewed applications that
filled seven (7) police officer vacancies, two (2) communications specialist vacancies, a
records clerk vacancy (1) and animal control officer vacancy (1). Each one of these
vacancies required more than 40-hours of processing, administration, testing, and
evaluation excluding Department-specific on-boarding. In order to fill each of these
vacancies, numerous applications were reviewed before a best qualified candidate list
(BQL) was developed. The Operations Support Division was successful in filling all
seven (7) police officer vacancies with highly qualified candidates; six (6) of whom were
certified law enforcement officers with other departments that brought extensive training
and experience with them to our Department. The Department’s sworn member
vacancies arose from two (2) retirements, two (2) existing vacancies and three (3)
resignations including two (2) members who left the law enforcement profession for
other careers and/or moved out of state.
Training: Training serves many purposes from providing essential skill sets necessary for
employees in all disciplines to be able to execute the mission of the Department in an
efficient and effective manner to preparation for new duties and responsibilities. The
primary goal of all training is to ensure citizen and first responder life-safety, and the
establishment and maintenance of state mandated individual, and Department mandated
training requirements. Training must also focus on and bring forth the development of
new skill sets necessary to address emergent challenges such as skills that are more
effective in resolving incidents that involve citizens in crisis as opposed to the use of
force.
The overarching goal of our training program is to ensure the officers and civilian staff
that serve you in all disciplines do so within the law consistent with the best and most
widely accepted industry leading practices. The intended byproduct of such vigorous
training is the reduction of liability exposure for the municipality, it’s taxpayers as well
as the Department and employees in a highly litigious society.
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To achieve these goals and objectives the Bedford Police Department fields an industry
leading Field Training Program (FTP) for new hires as well as an extensive in-service
training curriculum that exceeds state required minimum mandates. Our scenario-based
training (SBT) program places officers in high stress simulations of real events using
special ammunition that challenges and trains them to successfully resolve critical
incidents. Our SBT program is predicated upon the assumption that responding patrol
officers will immediately address any active attack situation to prevent loss of life.
The Department continued a multi-year active attack training program in conjunction
with the Bedford Fire Department (FD), which included a full-scale multi-agency
exercise in 2021. Led by our team of scenario-based tactical instruction team and the
PD/FD independent consultant, Bedford Police, Fire and our ComCenter staff
participated in scenario-based active attack simulation exercises at a facility in Bedford.
Our regional partners from police and fire departments also participated.
As noted above, this is precisely the kind of training that prepared our officers and
supervisors to handle the double-homicide as well as the plane crash and a number of
other critical incidents that occurred in 2021.
In addition to specialized critical incident management and active attack training, the
Department continued its annual training programs including required training and
recertification on all lethal and less-lethal platforms, scenario-based training and
discipline-specific training. The following is only a brief summary of the important
training your police officers attended during 2021.
All sworn members were recertified on the firing range with their issued .40 cal. Smith &
Wesson Military & Police pistol and Sig-Sauer 5.56mm patrol rifle platform as well as
our less-lethal platforms including Department issued Axon-taser(s), collapsible metal
baton, as well as Department issued OC (pepper) spray.
Members were recertified on First-Aid CPR/AED for adults and juveniles as well as
Department issued tourniquet.
The following is a partial summary of the training our employees received during 2021:
 Executive Development/Leadership and Senior Management Seminars (Chiefs)
 Executive Development for Captain and Lieutenants (LTs) by FBI
 Mid-Management Seminars for LTs at Roger Williams University (RWU)
 First-Line Supervisor Training for Sergeants (SGTs) at RWU
 First-Line Leadership Training by FBI for SGTs
 Field Training Officer (FTO) training/certification (new FTOs)
 Commission for Accreditation of Law Enforcement Agencies (CALEA) –
Accreditation Manager
 Critical Incident Management for Chiefs, Captains, LTs, SGTs and Field Training
Officers (FTOs)
 Active Attack Training (all sworn)
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Drug Overdose Investigations and Drug Recognition conducted by LT Monahan
and Detective Sutter (all sworn)
Evidence Collection Processing conducted by LT Monahan & Det. Sutter (all
sworn)
Disorder Control Training (all sworn)
Integrated Communications Assessment and Tactics (ICAT) for defusing & deescalation of potentially violent situations (Instructor Training)
De-escalation Training (all sworn)
Use of Force Training (all sworn)
Psychological and Behavioral Health for CIT members
Peer-to-Peer Counseling Certification (Peer Counselors/sworn and ComCenter)
Crisis Intervention Team Training (new CIT members)
Patrol K-9 Training for K-9 Officer Odin and MPO Wilhelmy at Boston PD
Comfort Dog Certification (Comfort Dog Mischka and FTO Whitney Mansfield)
Hostage Negotiator Training/Certification -MPO Shannon L Gardner/SNHSOU
Single Officer Rapid Deployment (SORD) for all sworn members
Patrol Rifle Instructor Certification -SGT Scott Norris/SNHSOU
Tactical Operator Training – SGT Norris and FTO Matthew Proulx/SNHSOU
Traffic Accident Reconstruction Training – FTO Kennedy, MPO Mazzarella
Advanced Roadside Impaired Driving Enforcement (ARIDE)
Naloxone (NARCAN-opiate reversing drug) Application Training (all sworn)

The above is but a summary of the training your officers received during 2021 to ensure
you receive the very best public safety services from your police department. Our goal is
to ensure our employees have the best training and skills necessary to ensure citizen and
first responder safety as well as reduce liability exposure and to prepare those employees
seeking to move into new positions by providing supervisory and job-specific training in
their current positions with a view toward improving employee retention as well as
overall Department performance.
National Accreditation: One of the most important elements within the area of
responsibility of the Operations Support Division is our national accreditation program.
During 2021, the Department continued our effort toward accreditation from the
Commission on Accreditation for Law Enforcement Agencies, Inc. (CALEA); a
credentialing authority, based in the United States, whose primary mission is to accredit
public safety agencies, namely law enforcement agencies, training academies,
communications centers, and campus public safety agencies.
Why accreditation? Beyond the cost savings from reduced liability insurance the primary
benefit to you, the taxpayer, is the assurance that your police department meets or
exceeds national standards in all operational and administrative elements involved in
delivering public safety services. Moreover, the most important part of this assurance is
the requirement for the Department to undergo and successfully “pass” regularly
scheduled independent audits of Department standard operating procedures (SOPs),
physical inspection and auditing of programs, files, cases and physical structures (Police
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Station). This effort is so very much more than a “paper chase” but actual independent
verification the Department and its sworn and civilian staff actually adhere to national
standards. Professionalism, training, written policies, forms, rules and regulations are all
necessary but are only words on paper unless they are implemented. This is why
accreditation is so important because it provides an independent and transparent
accounting and auditing of your police department.
National accreditation is rigorous, time consuming and painstaking as it should be
considering the enormous authority and responsibilities extended to law enforcement and
the exposure to liability for the municipality due to the nature of the work involved. We
certainly want our doctors, lawyers and airplane pilots subject to independent and
nationally recognized certification and ongoing auditing and the same is so very true for
law enforcement.
The Town of Bedford has become a suburban community the size of many cities in New
England, and it is essential for its police department to adhere to and demonstrate
adherence to national standards for public safety and law enforcement. Accreditation
forces a “top-to-bottom” examination of how the department operates as well as the
foundational rules, regulations, policies and procedures that guide the delivery of
services. And, most importantly, periodic auditing to ensure the Department is executing
its mission in accordance with these standards. National accreditation is not a luxury but
a necessity in the complex, litigious and ever-changing environment under which law
enforcement exists.
This multi-year effort, which on average takes most law enforcement agencies three (3)
years to complete, requires significant resources from all divisions of the Department but
particularly from the Operations Support Division. As part of our efforts to achieve
accreditation, our Part-time Accreditation Manager, Ms. Monique Pliakos, works with
our accreditation consultant to review, revise, and improve Department standard
operating procedures (SOPs) that addresses virtually every facet of the mission of the
Department in exacting detail.
During 2021, Accreditation Manager (AM) Pliakos, created, revised, and updated many
standard operating procedures (SOPs) to meet accreditation standards. Unfortunately,
despite the diligent efforts of Ms. Pliakos, our multi-year timeline to attain national
accreditation has slipped due to the amount of work required by our accreditation
manager who is a part-time employee. It has become clear we will not be able to attain
national accreditation in a reasonable amount of time without additional employee hours
to support the program. However, there are no additional hours available as all our
support staff are fully engaged in their primary duties and responsibilities. There are no
sworn members available to work on this project and in consultation with neighboring
accredited agencies of similar size we find they have a full-time employee that serves as
an accreditation manager. The work associated with accreditation is not a “one-anddone” exercise but a continual effort throughout the year. The Department has to explore
a solution to this issue in our 2022 appropriation request.
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During 2021, the Chief of Police in consultation with the regional CALEA Manager,
established a tentative schedule to conduct an initial “mock” on-site inspection of the
Department in April/May 2022. This schedule requires the Department to complete and
upload all reformatted and revised standard operating procedures (SOPs) into our
document management system (PowerDMS), which can be remotely accessed by
CALEA inspectors for review.
Following the initial review of all Department SOPs by CALEA, a team from CALEA
will conduct a preliminary on-site inspection of the Department. Subsequent to the
preliminary inspection, CALEA will identify all areas that require correction in
preparation for a full on-site inspection in the fall. If the Department successfully passes
the full on-site inspection, we will be scheduled for a final accreditation review for
acceptance in March 2023.
This is notably a very aggressive schedule given the Department’s available resources. If
the Department is unable to meet the requirements for the initial preliminary or “mock”
inspection our accreditation review will lapse yet another year. Therefore, it is critical
the Department has the staffing resources to comport with the project objectives and
ultimate goal of national accreditation in a timely fashion.
Fleet Management: Another essential element in the Operations Support Division is fleet
management, which is responsible for ensuring our fleet of police sedans, SUVs,
motorcycle, mountain bicycles and incident command vehicle are all properly
maintained, and serviced. This effort also includes all the technology and systems
installed in our fleet vehicles such as mobile data terminals, land mobile radio systems,
emergency lighting and speed measuring equipment. The program includes ordering and
providing specifications for new cruisers as well as managing the “up-fit” of new
vehicles and the decommissioning or transitioning of older vehicles. Simply getting
vehicles to/from service facilities and working to obtain the best price and value for
service is time consuming. We must ensure our officers have at their disposal safe and
reliable vehicles that are properly maintained to ensure proper and expected service life.
We typically operate line-cruisers up to 130,000 road miles notwithstanding operating
hours, which includes the time the vehicle is running but not moving, that affects service
life. A typical cruiser with 130,000 road miles has the equivalent of more than 170,000
road miles before the vehicle is decommissioned and sold for surplus. In some cases,
vehicles with 90-100,000 miles are transitioned from line service for use by
administration and detectives. We maintain our vehicles according to manufacturer
specifications as we found it results in extended service life for the vehicle. The global
supply chain issues in 2021 affected our fleet operations inasmuch as new vehicles
ordered in March 2021 were not delivered until October and November. Parts and
supplies were difficult to acquire and are more costly along with problems finding
qualified service technicians. All this work is handled by our PART-TIME
administrative support specialist, Ms. Kellie Serrecchia, who has done a phenomenal job
in keeping our fleet running and protecting your taxpayer dollars.
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Technology: The Operations Support Division is also responsible for all Department
technology, which is quite extensive. This includes our land mobile radio network that
provides public safety communications for all first responders in Bedford and our mutual
aid partners. Along with the main transmitter/receiver site at the Public Safety Complex
we maintain remote sites at the USAF New Boston Tracking Station, as well as
commercial towers along Route 101, Station Road and on the NH, State Police tower at
East Pointe Drive. This also includes the radio consoles in our ComCenter and all the
infrastructure that links all these various sites to ensure police and fire first responders
can communicate. Operations Support is also responsible for all our inventory of
portable radios, mobile radios installed in police fleet vehicles as well as mobile data
terminals (MDTs) and printers installed in line cruisers. It also includes our business line
telephone system as well as our inventory of mobile devices and digital evidence
platform that encompasses body worn, and cruiser installed audio/video equipment.
Operations Support also operates the aged-out town-wide building access control system.
During 2021 we made improvements to our land mobile radio network including plans to
replace aged-out microwave equipment that links our various remote transmit/receive
sites. Necessary repairs and annual maintenance and auditing of our radio infrastructure
was completed along with repair/replacement of mobile and portable radios, MDTs and
peripherals (printers, etc.).
Computer Aided Dispatch/Records Management System (CAD/RMS): The integrated
computer aided dispatch (CAD) and records management systems (RMS) are the
technological backbone of every public safety service delivery organization today. The
software is vital for integrating information and databases to ensure the prompt, efficient
and proper delivery of lifesaving public safety service to the public. The current
integrated computer aided dispatch/records management system (CAD/RMS) in use by
the Police Department to initiate, document, log, track and deploy all public safety-first
responders in Bedford was purchased and deployed 23 years ago. Since that time, public
safety service requirements in Bedford substantially increased with the residential
population of Bedford more than doubling and combined calls for service expanding
exponentially over the intervening decades. The current CAD/RMS cannot be upgraded
or improved due to its age and construction. It is inflexible and cannot be adapted to
current operational and managerial requirements for both police and fire. More
importantly, the current CAD/RMS has become unreliable, slow, and incapable of
efficiently handling the call volume now present, which compromises civilian and firstresponder safety. It makes the work of our communications specialists and all
employees more difficult, time consuming and frustrating with predictable impact on
employee and organizational safety, efficiency, and morale.
The Department began to investigate and plan for the replacement of the CAD/RMS
several years ago in view of the recognition that our current 20-year-old platform was
unable to deliver the information, data and automated software necessary for the
Department to ensure citizen and first responder safety in an efficient and cost-effective
manner. Moreover, we also recognized the end of product support and improvement
lifecycle for our current platform was approaching. As a result, the Department crafted
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and issued a request for proposal and quote (RFP/Q), which set forth necessary
requirements to replace our CAD/RMS.
During 2021 the joint-Fire/Police committee charged with the responsibility to identify
and recommend a replacement for our 23-year-old computer aided dispatch/records
management system (CAD/RMS) software determined the proposal from CSI
Technology Group was the best solution available to meet the needs of both departments.
CSI Technology is the same vendor chosen by the NH Department of Safety for use by
the NHSP. In addition to the NHSP, the Dover and Merrimack, NH Police Departments
also selected CSI Technology Group to replace their CAD/RMS.
Immediately following approval from the Town for this vital and critical project, the
Chief of Police directed the assembly of the Department’s project management team
(PMT) that will shepherd this project through to completion in 2022.
Community Policing:
The global pandemic and health crisis severely hampered our normally robust community
policing program in 2020 and we hoped to re-boot our programs in 2021. However, the
continuing health risk posed by COVID required us to curtail some of our programming
in 2021 especially during the first half of the year forcing us to first postpone and then
cancel our signature citizen’s academy that normally kicks off in March.
Despite the early curtailment we were able to conduct a number of important
community policing programs and events during 2021. In September we held our
first cooperative open house with the fire department. We enjoyed good weather and
had an excellent response from the public with children lining up for cruiser rides to
the extent we called for “back-up!” In addition to the cruiser rides children and
adults enjoyed meeting with our police animal friends who assist us in our public
safety duties and responsibilities including Manchester Police Department’s mounted
patrol horse, a K-9 demonstration by the Auburn Police Department and our own
Bedford Police Department Comfort Dog, Mischka, who got a lot of attention all
evening from young and old alike. Attendees enjoyed ice cream while watching a
taser demonstration by Field Training Officer Norman J. Frink who deployed his
Taser on Communications Specialist (volunteer) Nathan Byron. This is the second
open house that Communications Specialist Byron volunteered to be “tased”
showing everyone that communications specialists are just as “tough” as police
officers.
Also, on display for the public at the open house was the Department’s Incident
Command Vehicle and police motorcycle, which is always a big attraction along with the
Southern NH Special Operations Unit (SNHSOU) armored “Bearcat” piloted by our own
SNHSOU member, Field Training Officer Matthew A. Proulx. [Note: While some
misinformed believe the “Bearcat” is an “offensive” weapon it is used to protect law
enforcement members being inserted into a dangerous situation. I’d dare say if anyone
had a loved one in law enforcement, they would want them in a Bearcat if the situation
called for it. Having this equipment and the expertise of the SNHSOU members
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available to deploy here in Bedford along with our own SNHSOU members is a
significant benefit and force multiplication enhancement for our residents and visitors.]
Our first PD/FD Open House was a smashing success, and we were so very glad to be
able to have everyone visit and share some of their family time with our PD and FD
family. Look for announcements for the next PD/FD Open House in 2022!
During 2021 the Department announced deployed our first-ever “Comfort Dog”
program. Patrol Operations Division Field Training Officer (FTO) Whitney S.
Mansfield and her 1-year-old black Labrador, “Mischka” received “Comfort Dog”
certification in 2021 and began to “work” at various events and locations throughout
Bedford as well as the Police and Fire Stations where she’s already become a fixture
and welcome visitor. When not “making the rounds” Mischka rests from her work
and has a few toys to keep her occupied in the station between “rounds.”
A number of Departments in the state have Comfort Dog programs, which have
proven highly successful in every community they serve (Franklin, Concord,
Manchester to name just a few). The dog and handler go through a series of training
classes to ensure the suitability, temperament, personality, and adaptability of both
the dog and handler. These courses are designed to train the dog to identify persons
who are suffering from stress or in a crisis situation or to simply calm persons,
especially juveniles, who experienced a traumatic event. Comfort dogs provide relief
to not only victims of crime but also first responders, and civilian staff as well. They
have proven highly effective during interviews of crime victims, especially juveniles,
as the presence of the dog provides a soothing and calming effect for the victim
helping them through the oftentimes difficult task of talking about a dreadful
experience. We plan to have Mischka make regular visits to our schools and longterm care facilities and to respond when needed for events and cases where she can
provide some comfort and relief to our residents and victims.
Mischka has already provided valuable if not priceless respite and emotional support
for both victims as well as first responders who suffered a traumatic event or crisis.
There have been a number of cases in which Mischka was brought in to lend comfort
and a calming effect to adults and children. Additionally, she’s made appearances as
the star of “Paws to Read” at the Bedford Library and at numerous businesses and
events in Town. Mischka and FTO Mansfield joined other Comfort Dogs and their
handlers at a special Fischer Cats Stadium event during 2021.
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The headlining event for community policing in October was our participation in the
first nationwide “Faith and Blue” event at the Manchester Christian Church. This
first-ever national event is an opportunity to merge police/community relations
through non-denominational religious. The Chief of Police along with several
officers and Comfort Dog Mischka met many congregants who expressed their
appreciation for the fine work and dedication of our officers.
Additional community policing activity included our safe school program that
requires on duty Patrol Operations Division officers to visit each school campus in
their assigned patrol sector. This program, in existence for several years, enables
officers and school staff to be acquainted as well as help new officers become
familiar with each school campus and building while providing a visible
enhancement to school safety and security. These visits also provide an opportunity
for officers to meet and interact with students in a positive way that enhances student
understanding of the role of public safety while getting to know officers on a
personal level.
The Department helped support the Bedford Food Pantry and attended the Police-Week
Memorial Event in Concord. The Department’s Honor Guard helped support other
Departments by attending the memorial services for NH State Police Staff SGT Jesse
Sherrill who was killed on duty as well as standing watch at the services for a Goffstown
Police Officer.
See our short video that presents the faces of Bedford PD:
https://www.facebook.com/321426571238389/videos/280702999678674 .
In addition to the signature programs and events noted above, our officers and civilian
staff made appearances at numerous events throughout the year including escorting
victorious athletic teams and providing memorable events for sick and terminally ill
children. We hosted various scout troops and made special visits to seniors and
participated in several memorial events throughout the year. Our community policing
team organized and held a very successful “stuff-a-cruiser” toy drive for the holidays and
made sure Santa safely made his rounds for the holidays.
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Our Civilian Emergency Response Team (CERT) under the leadership of CERT Director
Raymond Lessard continued to assist Police and Fire Departments at various events and
situations throughout the year. Our CERT volunteers stand ready to provide valuable
support to augment both PD and FD in addition to their citizen outreach efforts to ensure
residents are prepared and informed. .
This important program will continue in 2022 with the help of volunteers like you who
see CERT as an opportunity to give something back to their community. So, if you are
looking for an opportunity to serve your fellow residents, neighbors, and friends in
Bedford, please consider volunteering to be a member of the Bedford CERT; contact the
Bedford Police Department’s Operations Support Division or CERT at
https://www.bedfordnhcert.org/ .
Our part-time Accreditation Manager, Ms. Monique Pliakos, also serves as the
Department’s social media coordinator who regularly posts informative messages on our
social media platforms throughout the year. From safe driving, impaired and distracted
driving to pieces that highlight the work of our staff and the important support we receive
from you to show how much we appreciate your support in these troubled times.
The Bedford Police Department recognizes that success in completing our mission hinges
on the philosophy that “it takes a community”, which is why our Community Policing
Program is the cornerstone to the effective delivery of public safety services to our
residents. From our “Keep an Eye on Bedford – See Something – Say Something”
campaign to supporting “Bedford Cares” and the Bedford Food Pantry, our dedicated
employees “stepped-up” to connect and provide our community support, education,
information and services to ensure their safety and well-being. It is part of the Bedford
Police Department’s culture of community and customer support that leads our officers
and civilian employees to extend themselves to support our residents when the
opportunity arises; from shoveling a senior’s driveway or bringing in a heavy parcel for a
senior to our “Are You Ok” program that checks in with our seniors each day, we strive
to connect as well as protect and serve. We look forward to seeing you when we are able
to resume our full community policing program schedule by mid-2022.
Administration:
The overarching goal of the Department’s Administration Division is to ensure our
vision, mission and divisional goals and objectives are met or exceeded and, to assure the
safety and security as well as the quality of life for all in Bedford. The exceptional
success achieved in 2021 despite the continuation of the global pandemic and challenges
posed by tragic events reflects the administration of the Department exceeded its primary
goals and objectives in providing the highest quality public safety services for each tax
dollar under the most trying conditions.
The Department, like any successful business, must continue to constantly evaluate the
climate and environment in which it exists and evolve to assure continued success.
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National Accreditation: Arguably, it is more difficult to manage success than failure. To
this end, the Department continued on our multi-year journey to attain national
accreditation. The Administration of the Department remains totally committed to the
goal of national accreditation for your police department.
Auditing: The Department continued our efforts to ensure effective property
management that included up to date inventories of all equipment assigned to personnel
as well as all capitalized Department equipment assigned to each division in the
Department that is available in both “hard copy” and digital. The Department continued
efforts to remain in compliance with all state and federal criminal justice information
systems (CJIS) requirements.
Integrity and Transparency: The Department deployed the industry-leading digital cloudbased audio/video integrated BWC/in-cruiser and police station digital evidence solution
from Axon in early 2020. Almost immediately, we realized the benefits from this
platform, which led to criminal charges against a subject for the manufacture of child
pornography who was sentenced in Federal District Court in 2021. The platform was
used to investigate complaints against officers providing independent verification of the
facts in these cases.
The Administration of the Department is committed to unwavering transparency only
limited by NH law and legal counsel. We make every reasonable effort to keep the
public informed of cases, incidents, and events again limited by NH law and the need to
protect other’s privacy and the integrity of investigations. We comply with all right-toknow requests as mandated by law and have embraced changes to operations and
procedures that assure our officers comport with national standards and NH law
regarding response to resistance using the least amount of force possible.
The Administration of the Department has an unwavering dedication and commitment to
integrity, honesty, professionalism and service to the community. This is evinced by the
swift and deliberate action taken by the Administration of the Department whenever
allegation of misconduct were presented.
As many know from extensive media coverage, the Department was struck with a serious
personnel matter that involved allegations of misconduct by two (2) officers who posted
short videos on a social media platform known as “Tik Tok” (TT). The officers involved
allegedly made and posted divisive and or insensitive videos while on duty that were
captured and retransmitted by others to draw attention to their alleged misconduct.
The Chief of Police immediately initiated an investigation into this matter after he
received the first anonymous email on Saturday, April 24, 2021. Subsequent email
allegations and complaints led to the initiation of an internal affairs investigation. The
investigation received the highest priority for thoroughness and timely completion. The
Chief requested and received support from the Chief of Police in Hollis, NH to assist with
portions of the investigation.
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The internal affairs investigation resulted in significant disciplinary action against the
involved officers as well as supervisory personnel.
There is no doubt the actions of the members involved in this matter significantly harmed
the public’s trust and confidence in the Department to provide professional public safety
services and to use the resources of the Department in a wise and just manner.
Acknowledging the damage inflicted upon the reputation of the Department caused
Department Administration to exponentially increase our effort to restore the trust and
confidence in the Department not only through the disciplinary process but also by way
of instruction, communication and demonstrated actions that exemplify the true nature of
the Department’s culture and dedication to professional law enforcement. We will not
fail in this effort.
This case resulted in extensive media coverage and messaging from the public not only in
Bedford but from across the country exemplifying the heated rhetoric and divisive
discord that has permeated the country in issues surrounding law enforcement. While
some applaud the outcome from this case just as many others are unhappy the involved
personnel were not removed from the service or received any discipline at all. The
actions taken in this case stand on the evidence balanced against the law, Department
policies and procedures, labor law, legal guidance and the union contract with the Town
and are consistent with these requirements and most importantly facts.
We will continue to uphold and maintain the professionalism, dedication to public service
and customer service with a focus on community, empathy and sympathy. There is no
governmental entity of any nature that is immune from mistakes and transgression, but it
is the organization that takes action to uphold honesty, integrity and the law with
compassion and dedication to protect and serve the public that succeeds as we shall at the
Bedford Police Department.
Human Resources: The national focus on law enforcement in 2021 especially use of
force along with other factors conspired to present an extremely tight job-market for law
enforcement all across the US with departments competing against each other for
qualified applicants and to retain certified employees.
We began 2021 with two (2) sworn member vacancies with additional vacancies in the
ComCenter and in our Prosecution Unit (legal assistant) As 2021 progressed we had one
(1) sworn member retire along with four (4) sworn member resignations. Of those
resignations three (3) involved personnel who left the law enforcement profession
entirely with two (2) of the three (3) members moving out of state. Only one (1) sworn
member migrated to another NH law enforcement agency.
During 2021, we hired seven (7) new officers of which six (6) were certified officers
from other agencies. A number of the new hires brought extensive experience gained
from their work in much larger police departments. We have been blessed and grateful
for the new certified officers we hired away from other agencies with the majority having
only applied to the Bedford Police Department and who stated they applied to our
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Department based upon the recommendation of others in the profession or from our own
agency.
We strive to hire and retain members dedicated to the profession, the Town of Bedford
and the Department with the expectation that as we invest in each employee, they become
invested in the Town and Department., We accomplish this through professional
development including a career development program designed to identify our
employee’s career aspirations and interests with an effort to help them achieve their
professional goals. We also do this by providing extensive training and professional
development opportunities, promotion as well as opportunities to participate in
specialized units, operations and assignments to the extent possible in an organization our
size. We retain personnel using the above strategy while providing them the best
equipment possible to do their jobs safely, efficiently and effectively. Yet, we also
expect and require members to perform their duties and responsibilities consistent with
our performance requirements for quality, quantity and professionalism. We employ
performance metrics that regularly gauge and measure employee performance. We
establish and maintain the highest of standards and expect those unwilling to meet these
challenges may participate in the “great migration” of workers now taking place in the
US. We have a very competitive compensation plan the Administration recommended
that includes promotions based on performance and rigorous testing to achieve Master
Patrol Officer status.
By the close of 2021, we hired new officers to ensure all sworn member vacancies will be
filled in early 2022 after the candidates complete their training assignments.
We also realized two (2) vacancies in our ComCenter; one (1) arising from the retirement
of long-time CS Virginia Martin and the second from the resignation of a CS who moved
out of state to take up another career outside of public service and law enforcement.
2021 also included the retirement of the Prosecution Unit secretary in December 2020,
which led us to reformulate the position as a legal assistant. We were thankful in filling
that position with Ms. Sidney Faltado in February 2021 who has become highly efficient
and effective in her position.
Ms. Renee Bartlett, our records clerk, retired from service in August 2021, but again we
were thankful in hiring Ms. Cristina Catan͂o, who quickly learned the position and more.
Promotions and reassignments in 2021 as well as the Department’s effort to support
career development of personnel from officer to Master Patrol Officer, to Field Training
Officer, to SGT and LT requires extensive effort to ensure only the best qualified are
promoted.
During 2021, the Department conducted promotional testing for SGT, which also serves
as qualification testing for advancement to Master Patrol Officer (MPO) and Field
Training Officer (FTO). This extensive project includes the utilization of a commercial
first-line supervisor examination coupled with Department specific written examination.
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Members who successfully passed the combined written tests moved on to the
Department-designed assessment center examination, which involves candidates
participating in three (3) carefully crafted role-play scenarios to test their ability to
supervise under real-world conditions. The assessment center utilized a Department
designed set of scenarios and performance specifications for grading as well as detailed
guidance for both candidates and assessors.
The following is a summary of personnel actions during 2021:
PROMOTION(S) – FIELD TRAINING OFFICER
NAME
FROM
TO
Mansfield, Whitney Master Patrol Officer
Field Training Officer
Patrol Operations Division Patrol Operations Div.
Kennedy, Stephen
Master Patrol Officer
Field Training Officer
Patrol Operations Division Patrol Operations Div.
QUALIFICATION FOR PROMOTION – SERGEANT
The following personnel were qualified for promotion to SGT during 2021:
NAME
RANK
Corridan, John
Patrol Officer
Drew, Jeffrey
Patrol Officer
Gray, Joshua
School Resource Officer
Krause, Eli
School Resource Officer
QUALIFICATION FOR PROMOTION – DETECTIVE
The following personnel were qualified for promotion to Detective:
NAME
RANK
Corridan, John
Master Patrol Officer
Gardner, Shannon
Master Patrol Officer
Heikkila, Michael
Patrol Officer
Kitchen, Benjamin Field Training Officer
Gray, Joshua
School Resource Officer
QUALIFICATION – MASTER PATROL OFFICER
Pursuant to the 2021 testing process for promotion to SGT and approved prior testing the
following personnel were promoted to Master Patrol Officer:
NAME
RANK
Corridan, John
Patrol Officer to Master Patrol Officer
Drew, Jeffrey
Patrol Officer to Master Patrol Officer
PROMOTION & REASSIGNMENT OF PERSONNEL
The following personnel promotions and reassignments occurred during 2021:
NAME
FROM/TO
Cherwin, Michael
Field Training Officer to Sergeant, Patrol Operations
Nightingale, Danielle School Resource Officer to Sergeant, Patrol Operations (12/2020)
Kitchen, Benjamin Field Training Officer to Detective
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Gray, Joshua
Gardner, Shannon

Field Training Officer to School Resource Officer
Master Patrol Officer Patrol Operations to Operation Support Div.

One of the most vital functions of HR is to measure employee performance and integrate
personnel performance with the Department’s vision, mission and annual goals and
objectives. The Department’s performance measurement program, “COMP/Stat”
integrates agency performance with individual performance to ensure the success of the
Department in meeting its mission specific as well as annual goals and objectives. .
While assessing performance is critical it is also vitally important to recognize the
extraordinary achievements of our employees during 2021 as follows:
Lifesaving award
field training officer STEPHEN W. Kennedy, Jr
MASTER PATROL OFFICER JOSEPH C. WILHELMY

On Sunday June 20, 2021, while assigned to the Patrol Operations Division, at
approximately 19:02 hours Field Training Officer (FTO) Stephen W. Kennedy, Jr. and
Master Patrol Officer (MPO) Joseph C. Wilhelmy responded to Sebbins Pond reference
the report of a 15-year-old male swimming in the pond with friends who failed to
resurface after jumping off a rope swing. The report indicated the victim’s friends tried
but were unable to locate the victim in the water.
FTO Kennedy and MPO Wilhelmy promptly arrived on scene, discarded their duty gear,
and immediately jumped into the murky waters of the pond without regard for their own
safety.
After nearly 30 minutes in the water trying to locate the teen, the officers discontinued
their efforts only after they were directed to do so by fire personnel.
While their efforts to locate and save the teen ultimately proved unsuccessful, their
complete disregard for personal safety in an attempt to save the life of another under
dangerous and potentially deadly conditions evinced the highest degree of dedication to
duty as a law enforcement professional and member of the Bedford Police Department.
Distinguished unit action award
Detective Kevin K. Sutter
Detective james g. mcmillen

On December 1, 2020, the Bedford Police and Fire Departments responded to the
Kensington Apartments in connection with a report of an unconscious subject who was
later pronounced deceased.
During the course of the death investigation, evidence indicated the deceased succumbed
to a fentanyl related overdose.
Despite scanty information and few investigative leads, Detectives Sutter and McMillen
began what became a lengthy, involved and complex investigation that spanned almost a
year in an effort to identify the person or persons responsible for the overdose death.
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During the course of this death-resulting investigation detectives conducted numerous
suspect and witness interviews, executed several search warrants, gathered open-source
intelligence, and painstaking analyzed victim and suspect cell phone data records.
From this information, detectives were able to identify two individuals suspected of
providing the victim with narcotics a short time before the fatal overdose. Based upon
the evidence obtained during their investigation, the suspects are facing charges in both
Strafford County and Merrimack County for possession of drugs with the intent to
distribute.
Such death-resulting investigations of the more than 3,600 victims of drug overdoses in
New Hampshire rarely result in criminal charges due to the unique challenges posed by
NH law and the reticence of witnesses, survivors and accomplices to provide actionable
information and intelligence.
Despite these challenges Detectives Sutter and McMillen were successful in bringing
forth charges in connection with the overdose death, which has earned them this official
Distinguished Unit Action Award.
Commendation for meritorious service
MASTER PATROL officer Adrien U. dupuis

While assigned to the Patrol Operations Division during the pendency of 2021, MPO
Dupuis consistently engaged in proactive policing that led to numerous interdiction stops
resulting in the seizure of illicit controlled substances and several felony arrests
associated with these stops, searches and seizures.
During 2021 MPO Dupuis was responsible for 11 cases for which he was the arresting
officer and two (2) cases wherein he was the assisting officer in connection the seizure
and arrest.
On March 4th, MPO Dupuis responded to a motor vehicle complaint in progress, which
led to the arrest of a subject on four (4) counts of possession of controlled drugs.
On June 7th, MPO Dupuis contacted suspicious pedestrians walking in the roadway,
which led to the arrest of a subject on two (2) counts of possession of controlled drugs.
On October 28th MPO Dupuis contacted two (2) bicyclists, which resulted in the arrests
of both subjects for possession of controlled drugs.
These are just a few of the notable drug investigations for which MPO Dupuis was
responsible while “looking beyond the stop” that has earned him this Commendation for
Meritorious Service.
Commendation for meritorious service
Field Training Officer Norman J. Frink

On August 18, 2021, while assigned to the Patrol Operations Division on routine patrol
on Route 101 FTO Frink conducted a motor vehicle stop on a vehicle for an expired
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registration. During his contact with the operator, he observed suspicious behavior and
subsequently learned the occupants were headed to a methadone clinic.
FTO Frink’s roadside investigation led to the seizure of a quantity of Benzodiazepine and
the arrests of both subjects.
On November 12, 2021, while assigned as the acting Officer in Charge of the evening
shift FTO Frink observed a vehicle that illegally displayed blue lights. He stopped the
vehicle based upon the blue light violation and during his contact with the operator he
observed evidence of heroin/fentanyl use in the vehicle. FTO Frink engaged the operator
in conversation, which led to the seizure of heroin/fentanyl. The arrest of the operator for
possession of controlled drugs also led to the recovery of stolen credit cards and drivers’
licenses.
These cases are but a few of the many examples of FTO Frink’s prowess in roadside
investigations that led to eight (8) arrests for possession of illicit controlled drugs and
prescription narcotics during 2021 as well as other charges stemming from these
investigations. In addition, FTO Frink led the way in training new officers while
preparing them for their careers with the Bedford Police Department.
His dedication to duty, investigative acumen and performance this year has earned him
this official Meritorious Service Award.
Commendation for Meritorious Service
Detective Amy m. Champagne

On April 19, 2020, the Bedford Police Department initiated an investigation into
allegations of invasion of privacy at 51 Barrington Drive. Detective Champagne was
assigned the overall responsibility for conducting the investigation, which involved
allegations made by a foreign exchange student temporarily residing in the U.S.
The complex investigation conducted by Detective Champagne involved extensive
interviews as well as the execution of search and seizure warrants, which led to the
acquisition of critical evidence.
The painstaking investigative work of Detective Champagne developed evidence, which
identified an adult suspect involved in the production of child pornography. Additional
investigative efforts by Detective Champagne led to the identification of additional
victims of the same suspect.
The exemplary investigative work by Detective Champagne led to the indictment and
eventual conviction of the suspect in U.S. District Court, District of New Hampshire, for
manufacturing child pornography and a sentence of 15 years in the custody of the Federal
Bureau of Prisons.
In addition to Federal charges, Detective Champagne’s investigation led to the
identification of other witnesses and victims leading to additional state charges against
the subject in Hillsborough County Superior Court.
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The dogged and persistent efforts of Detective Champagne in a complex international and
domestic child pornography investigation resulted in the successful prosecution and
incarceration of a serial sexual predator who preyed upon unsuspecting juveniles close to
him and provided closure to these victims and their families. Her investigative acumen,
persistence and dedication in connection with the above captioned investigation has
earned her this official Award for Meritorious Service.
Distinguished unit action award
Lead Communications Specialist nina m. malley
Communications Specialist edward r. higgins
Communications Specialist erin m. depew

On August 21, 2021, Bedford Police Department Communications Specialists Edward R.
Higgins and Erin M. DePew were on duty in the Bedford Police Department
Communications Center when a series of calls were received, which first indicated a
disorderly conduct situation was active at 250 South River Road, Country Inn and Suites
Hotel.
Working as a team Communications Specialists Higgins and DePew developed additional
information, which indicated the situation at the Country Inn and Suites was actually an
assault in progress that involved an assailant armed with a machete.
The critical and vital information regarding the assault in progress was documented and
immediately provided to responding officers who found a horrific crime scene that
encompassed the parking lot, three floors of the hotel and the lobby where a deceased
subject was discovered.
In addition to handling multiple calls from residents of the hotel and relaying critical
information to responding officers, Communications Specialists Higgins and DePew sent
messages via the State Police Online Communications System to surrounding agencies
regarding suspect information. They also dispatched and staged Bedford Fire
Department personnel and requested mutual aid from surrounding law enforcement
agencies. They also were responsible for contacting off duty Bedford Police Department
personnel to respond to the scene all the while managing 911 calls and first responder
radio traffic.
Lead Communication Specialist Nina M. Malley responded to the Communications
Center to assist and manage the flood of calls and radio traffic as well as the tasks
assigned to the Center by incident command.
The homicide suspect fled the scene, but eventually appeared in the lobby of the Bedford
Public Safety Complex. Communications Specialists Higgins and DePew remained
calm, keeping the suspect occupied, until officers took him into custody.
Their actions on August 21, 2021, along with other members of the Department identified
herein were vital in the mitigation and eventual resolution of a double homicide at an
active hotel, and has earned them this official Distinguished Unit Action Award.
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Distinguished unit action award
Lieutenant kevin t. bowen
Lieutenant michael j. monahan
Sergeant scott e. norris
Officer john f. corridan, iv
Officer jeffrey a. drew
Officer timothy s. hayden
Officer michael b. heikkila
Officer tony ssonko
Officer ryan l. wobrock

On August 21, 2021, Sergeant Scott E. Norris, Officers Michael B. Heikkila and Ryan L.
Wobrock responded to 250 South River Road, Country Inn and Suites, for an initial
report of disorderly conduct, which was later upgraded to an assault in progress. Upon
arrival officers discovered a horrific crime scene that encompassed three floors of the
hotel including the lobby and parking lot. A deceased victim of the homicide was
discovered on the first floor of the hotel that was occupied by more than 80 adults,
children and pets.
Sergeant Norris and Officers Heikkila and Wobrock immediately went into action by
securing a chaotic crime scene, established a secure perimeter and obtained vital suspect
information from witnesses. Sergeant Norris requested additional officers and mutual aid
support to secure all floors and residents of the hotel. Officers Tony Ssonko, Timothy S.
Hayden, and John F. Corridan assisted Sergeant Norris in securing the hotel and
preserving the safety of the residents during the initial stages of the investigation.
Lieutenant Kevin T. Bowen, the first senior member of the Department to arrive on
scene, assumed incident command and organized the Department’s initial response as
well as numerous mutual aid personnel. Lieutenant Bowen was instrumental in the
establishment of an organized incident command structure that secured the hotel,
protected the crime scene and residents and cleared a number of calls related to possible
suspect sightings. Lieutenant Bowen was instrumental in organizing and executing a
room-to-room search of the hotel that led to the discovery of a second homicide victim.
Lieutenant Michael J. Monahan was instrumental in organizing the initial phase of the
homicide investigation as well as the organization and execution of the room-to-room
search that led to the discovery of the second homicide victim. Lieutenant Monahan also
worked closely with and provided essential investigative support to the NH State Police
Major Crime Squad and Attorney General’s Office leading to the prosecution of the
suspect.
The suspect was taken into custody at the Bedford Public Safety Complex without
incident. During the initial booking and detention of the suspect, Officer Jeffrey A. Drew
obtained additional information, which led to the eventual discovery of the second
homicide victim.
The extraordinary performance and actions by these members along with other members
of the Department identified herein on August 21, 2021, that involved a highly complex
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and extensive homicide scene in an active hotel, earned them this Distinguished Unit
Action Award.
While these awards signify exemplary duty above and beyond the call of duty, I must
also mention the dedicated work each day, night, weekends and holidays by all our
employees who work tirelessly and, in most cases, doing the work of multiple people, to
deliver public safety services and the blanket of protection for our residents and visitors.
Financial Management: The overarching administrative goal is to provide the highest
quality public safety service and protection for each appropriated tax dollar while
successfully completing our mission each day; 24/7/365. To achieve this goal requires
linkage between strategic operational planning and fiscal controls/planning/budgeting. In
a highly volatile environment of unpredictability, which is the arena where law
enforcement exits, the Department met its fiscal requirements within its allotted
appropriations. During 2021, the Department achieved its mission, goals and objectives
within the framework of its approved 2021 appropriation with intense focus on ensuring
every tax dollar expended was used to satisfy necessities required to achieve the mission
of the Department and in service to the public. As a result of our financial management
efforts the Department returned more than $200,000 of 2021 appropriated funds back
to the Town.
Facilities Management: The heart and soul of a community is embodied in and reflected
by the services provided to its residents and visitors as well as the facilities from which,
those services are provided. The facility itself communicates to the residents as much as
the employees who protect and serve in them.
A police station is the outward manifestation of the community’s commitment to public
safety as well as the outward projection of the police department’s philosophy and vision.
The building transcends the simple “brick and mortar” elements that encapsulates offices
and rooms; it communicates the spirit of the community and the department’s orientation
toward its mission. Moreover, it communicates to the employees who “live” in the
station inasmuch as it communicates the community’s commitment to the employees,
their mission and safety.
To those in law enforcement the police station, often referred to as “the house” is where
many of us spend most of our working careers. It is the central “hub” that provides not
only the necessities to fulfill the department’s mission, but it also becomes the focal point
for professional relationships as well as the location for bonding with colleagues; finding
a moment’s respite from a difficult call or case or an inviting and comfortable place to
engage with our residents or offer them moments of respite in the midst of personal
tragedy or crisis. Unlike other municipal services with the notable exception of the Fire
Department, the Police Station is a 24/7/365 operation all day, all night, every day and
night all year long; rain or shine, it’s the beacon of safety for the community.
A police station that fulfills the community’s needs as well as the needs of the employees
who work there is much more than brick, mortar, stone and steel; it must project the
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professionalism, openness, comforting, caring and devotion to public safety and public
service of the agency. The facility must meet the community’s needs as much as the
department’s and employee’s needs.
The keystone element that underpins the philosophy, mission and vision of the Bedford
Police Department is community policing and community engagement. As we know, our
current facility does not project the spirt of the community or the Department and fails to
meet community needs beyond the “brick and mortar” meeting space it provides. It is
neither inviting nor does it offer the comfort and inviting nature of the community and
agency. It is not equipped to provide the comfort and amenities required for our citizens
and especially our victims and their families and loved ones. It fails to provide the basic
necessities to function efficiently and effectively, and we are unable to comply with
several Federal, state, and national accreditation standards. We are unable to offer
private and comfortable meeting space to address citizens in need and crisis nor can it
offer the amenities necessary for our employees to be as efficient and effective as they
could or enjoy a pleasurable work environment and experience.
The Department’s facilities management study and review (on file at the Police
Department) provides both data as well as a visual depiction of the current station, but as
the reader absorbs the data and images, keep in mind the need for our station to
“communicate” with the residents, our victims and their loved ones and our employees.
This Department’s study only provides an overview of the background, findings and
deficiencies that underscore the critical need to move the Bedford Police Department into
a facility that meets community and agency needs while correcting both operational and
functional deficiencies that compromise the delivery of efficient and effective police and
public safety services in the Town of Bedford.
Current Facility Background: The current police station at 55 Constitution Drive was
originally designed as general office space for an insurance company until it was
purchased by the Town in 1994 and retrofitted to accommodate public safety services. In
1994, the Department staffing was approximately one-half of our current authorized
sworn member staff of 40 and total staffing of 55 employees. In 1994, the population of
Bedford was approximately 12,500 or about one-half of our current population. The
space occupied by the Department in 1994 at 55 Constitution Drive was barely adequate
in 1994 at approximately 8,000 square feet (sq. ft.). In other words, the Department
moved into its current space in 1994 at or very near capacity with no provision for
expansion. Through successive “re-fits” and changes necessitated by the growth of the
Department, which expanded to meet the increased public safety needs of a growing
suburban community, the current facility, never designed or built as a police station,
quickly became inadequate. Over the intervening decades inadequacy led to critical
operational and functional deficiencies that fail to meet both community and Department
needs.
It is important to recognize and memorialize the fact that 55 Constitution Drive barely
met the Department’s needs in 1994 when the building was modified to operate and
accommodate law enforcement functions. The building at 55 Constitution was never
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designed to serve law enforcement functions and the resultant modifications to
accommodate law enforcement and the Department were undertaken without
aforethought for growth or consistent with law enforcement facility planning best
practices.
Over the intervening 28-years since initial occupancy, the Department more than doubled
in size and despite several modifications, many completed by Department staff
themselves, ultimately failed to correct or even mitigate several major structural design
flaws that would, if undertaken, necessitate extensive modification and be cost
ineffective. During that same timeframe, several inspections, and studies, some
completed by architectural firms, all determined the Police Department was operating in
approximately one-half the space necessary. The most recent study found the
Department occupies 8,942 sq. ft. of interior space; however, a MINIMUM, 16,592 sq. ft.
of interior space is required to accommodate a law enforcement agency our size. This
equates to a deficit of 7,650 sq. ft. The architectural firm that developed the interior
space requirement of 16,592 sq. ft. based their finding on industry accepted average space
utilization standards for law enforcement agencies.
The record is clear based upon recognized industry standards that our Department is
shoe-horned into space one-half the size required to operate at current strength. The
strategic errors made during the initial conversion of general office space into a law
enforcement facility cannot be corrected without massive and expensive redesign and
rebuilding, which is predicated upon the elimination of all other Town departments from
the site. Remaining at our present location continues to expose the Department to the
hazards and risk associated with co-location along Route 101 despite its central location.
The functional layout of the current facility has led to massive inefficiencies caused by
workflow disruptions that compromise the effectiveness of the Department. The integrity
and security of confidential administrative files is compromised. There are minimal
public amenities and virtually no employee amenities by modern standards and there is
no properly equipped and protected emergency operations center. Our ComCenter
security and integrity is compromised, and we don’t even have enough bathrooms and
locker space for all our employees. Whatever competitive edge we have in terms of
personnel and equipment is vastly diminished if not entirely offset by the facility we
occupy. We suffer increased cost, liability, risk and most importantly diminished public
and employee safety and satisfaction.
2021 Annual Report Summary:
In 2021 the Department handled 7,393 calls for service (CFS) reflecting an almost static
comparison to 2020 (7,339 v. 7,393/+54/+1%). [Note: CFS are defined as requests for
police service(s) from the public resulting in the deployment of police resources.] While
the rate of CFS reflects a slight increase compared to 2020 we note calls for service
increased for the first time since 2016.
Officer-initiated activity reflected an 13% reduction (43,529 v. 37,800/-5,729) as officers
handled increased call volume and were involved in more serious calls for service (see
Major Events e.g., double homicide; plane crash, increase in sexual assaults etc.). The
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reduction in officer-initiated activity is also a reflection of more complex and resource
intensive calls and resultant investigations that required significant time to complete
including search/seizure warrants, arrest warrants as well as witness interviews and
attendant reports of investigation. This metric is one that requires close and careful
scrutiny inasmuch as increased workload affecting proactive policing by reducing the
time available to conduct preventative public safety activities manifests in higher crime
and increased harm from motor vehicle related collisions.
Total incident report(s) (all activity) in 2021 reflects an 11% decrease (50,868 v.
45,193/-5,675), which is consistent with the decrease in officer-initiated activity. We
attribute the reduction in total incidents to the decrease in available patrol hours to
conduct crime prevention patrols and directed traffic enforcement.
Total calls handled by the Police Department’s Communications Center
(Police/Fire/EMS) reflected a similar 12% decrease (54,161 v. 47,786/-6,375).
The end of year data reflects increased rates of property crime, specifically burglaries
(+2) and thefts (+18 cases). We also observed a sharp increase in assaults (simple
assaults, domestic violence and sexual assaults) with 38 additional cases of assault during
2021. Other notable increases in CFS were found in the following categories: harassment
(+38%), internet/cybercrime (+8 cases); homicide (2), unusual occurrence(s) e.g.,
airplane crash, motor vehicle accidents (+26%), sexual assault cases (+133%/+12
investigations), assist citizen CFS (+15%/+85), assist fire/rescue calls (+58 CFS),
suspicious person/vehicle calls for service (991/+57 CFS) and civil stand-by (140/+44).
All of the increases noted above reflect additional time constraints on officers, which
conspire to limit the amount of time available for proactive motor vehicle and crime
suppression patrols and activities.
Despite the challenges faced by the Department during 2021 including reduced staffing,
the public safety services provided by the Department resulted in continued very low
levels of all categories of crime and harm making Bedford one of the safest communities
in NH. Moreover, the Department continued to move forward with vital programs such
as national accreditation and the replacement of our aged-out CAD/RMS; two very large
projects that will continue into 2022.
The Bedford Police Department has become a modern, technologically advanced,
efficient and highly effective full service public safety agency commensurate with the
modern suburban community it serves. Yet, in order to continue the high quality of
service to the public we must be mindful of our challenges today and predictively the
future and commit to build the capacity to meet those challenges.
We are proud to serve our residents in keeping with our BPD tradition of:
Bravery Professionalism Dedication
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BEDFORD POLICE DEPARTMENT
2020 2021 Difference
Category:
YTD YTD
Calls for Service
7339 7393
54
Self-Initiated Calls
43529 37800
-5729
Total Incident Reports
50868 45193
-5675
Total Calls handled by CC
54161 47786
-6375

0.7
-13.2
-11.2
-11.8

Crime Stats:
Arrests:
Adult
Juvenile

633
27

647
35

14
8

2.2
29.6

Assaults:
Simple
Domestic Calls
Sexual Assaults
Other Assault

21
100
9
4

31
116
21
5

10
16
12
1

47.6
16.0
133.3
25.0

0
5
0

4
3
1

4
-2
1

400.0
-40.0
100.0

Thefts:
Willful concealment
Theft from a motor vehicle
Theft all other

41
39
98

44
43
109

3
4
11

7.3
10.3
11.2

Misc. Crimes:
Criminal Mischief
Disorderly Conduct
Drug Violations
Fraud/Counterfeit
Harassment
Internet Crime
Sex Offender Registration
Robberies
Homicide

58
156
87
51
19
7
35
0
0

50
140
79
45
26
15
37
1
2

-8
-16
-8
-6
7
8
2
1
2

-13.8
-10.3
-9.2
-11.8
36.8
114.3
5.7
100.0
200.0

Highway Safety:
Accidents
Fatal
Injury
Pedestrian

297
0
39
1

373
1
47
1

76
1
8
0

25.6
100.0
20.5
0.0

3601 3057
5625 6265
20
26
523 528
74
67

-544
640
6
5
-7

-15.1
11.4
30.0
1.0
-9.5

Burglaries:
Residential
Commercial
Attempted

Motor Vehicle Activity:
MV Summons Issued
MV Warnings Issued
Parking Tickets Issued
MV Complaints
DWI's
Community Policing:
Business
Senior Citizens
Juvenile
Neighborhood
Other
Safe School

43
10
64
5
10
41

37
5
33
15
14
105

-6
-5
-31
10
4
64

-14.0
-50.0
-48.4
200.0
40.0
156.1

Misc. Calls for Service:
Civil/Civil Stand-by
Death Investigation
Found Property
Highway Conditions
Juvenile Complaints
Littering Complaints
Lost Property
Suspicious Person/Vehicle

96
20
75
392
20
17
17
934

140
21
54
300
14
13
15
991

44
1
-21
-92
-6
-4
-2
57

45.8
5.0
-28.0
-23.5
-30.0
-23.5
-11.8
6.1

Assists:
Assist Rescue
Assist Fire
Assist Citizen
Assist Other PD
Assist Utilities

298
129
575
202
69

347
138
660
209
60

49
9
85
7
-9

16.4
7.0
14.8
3.5
-13.0

1108 1126

18

1.6

21
-61
-61
-19

13.0
-25.8
-87.1
-70.4

Alarms:
Animal Control:
Animal Complaints
Dog Complaints
Dog Summonses
Dog Warnings

161
236
70
27

182
175
9
8
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Pct +/-

* * * * *
POLICE IN ACTION – 2021
2021 COMMUNITY POLICING
OPEN HOUSE
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Bedford PD VICTORS over FD
National Night Out
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Other Community Policing
Mischka

PD Welcomes Girl Scouts
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PD Stuff A Cruiser for Toy for Tots
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Helping Santa Make the Rounds
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